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Shepard's Fli
15-Minute Ri
ly United Frees International
"Man, what a ride!"
These were the first words
of astronaut Alan B. Shepard
when he climbed from his
space capsule in the Atlantic
Ocean into the recovery helicopter. Cmdr. Shepard had just become America's first man into
space last Friday in his historic
flight from Cape Canaveral.
The 37-year-old Navy Cmdr.,
aboard "Freedom 7," a ton-and-ahalf cabin launched by a 66,000pound Redstone rocket, spent 16
minutes in the air. During this
time he traveled a distance of 302
statute miles, and soared to an
altitude of about UK statute miles.
One of the first persons to con-

s U.S. In Race;
s World Acclaim

gratulate Cmdr. Shepard was
President John Kennedy. In a
radiotelegram the President said:
"I want to congratulate you very
much." CmiTr. Sjefafd replied:
"Well, tkaarylft sTr«eAs you know
by now, everything worked juit
about perfectly, and it was a very
rewarding experience for me and
the people who made it possible."
Kennedy called the flight "a
historic milestone in our own exploration into space." But he said
America must put "the utmost
speed and vigor in the future development of our space program."
Dr. Werner Von Braun, director
of NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center at Huntsville, Ala., where
the big boosters for future trips
to the moon and planets will be
developed, called Friday's flight

"only n humble beginning. There
arc much greater things to come."
While in most places in the world
the space flight was being heralded as a tremendous American
achievement, there was only casual
mention of it in Russia. Noted
Soviet ballistics expert Georgi
Pokrovsky said the United States
man-in space program still lags behind the Soviet Union.
New York City's Mayor Robert
Wagner hailed the space flight of
Cmdr. Shephard and said he would
invite him to come to New York
for a triumphant ticker tape parade up lower Broadway's "Canyon
of Heroes."
Jubilant members of Congress
cheered the heroic achievement of
astronaut Shepard.
Sen. Henry Jackson, D-Wash.,

one of the Senate's foremost military experts, said: "Commander
Shepard has given the free world
its biggest shot in the arm—more
than all the diplomats and politicians have done in a generation ...
a great gamble ... has paid off
handsomely for the prestige of the
United States and the Western
world at a critical moment in our
history."
Sen. Robert Kerr, chairman of
the Senate Space Committee remarked that the flight proved the
nation's "over-all space program
is going forward vigorously, constructively, and efficiently. The
significance of Cmdr. Shepard's
words—'Okay all the way' will inspire all Americans and the peoples of the free world from now
on."

QUEEN STEFAN! MRAVA reigned as l.ill.iti.. lor Spring Week End got
under way Friday night A Chi Omiqa. Miss Mrava is a senior in the Coll.q.
of Education. For a pictorial report on Ih. week end acnvttl... ■•• pag. 5.

Senate Studies New Bill
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Curtain Going Up On 'Julius Caesar Thursday

I U

IVI VUJt

The University Board of
Trustees could be increased to
seven members this year under a bill now being considered by the State Senate Education and Health Committee.
Senator Ross Pepple, Republican from Lima, submitted the substitute bill May 3 to replace his
original measure, which would
not have taken effect until 1963.
The first measure called for a
nine-member board of trustees,
while the bill now before the committee calls for a board of seven
members, two of whom would be
alumni. Two new members would
be appointed as soon as the bill becume law. Additional appointments would come May 17. 1962,
and annually thereafter. All appointments would be for a term
of seven years.
Other Universities Have Mare
The other state universities in
Ohio have seven or more board
members.
Rep. Charles Kurfess, Republican from Wood County, appeared
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' UeMvV*?
before the committee to support
the increase in the board member'
ship along with four alumni and
an Episcopal vicar who works with
students on the campus.
"The time is right for an alumnus to be placed on the Board of
Trustees," Rep.
Kurfess said.
"With the growth and development of the University, the expansion of the hoard is certainly
justified."
Need "Younger Man"
N'orman Asmus, '50, said increasing the size of the board
would enable the appointment of
"a younger man." Asmus and the
others, who spoke briefly before
the committee, suggested that a
lark of communication now exists
between the board and alumni of
the institution. Appointment of
younger members who are alumni
of the University might help cure
the situation, he said.
Others appearing in support of
increasing the board membership
were Charles F. Arnold, '42, Donald Kuhlman, '42, and John Randolph, all University alumni, and
the Rev. James L. P. Trautwein,
Episcopal vicar in Bowling Green.

ii„:„_-.iT„ Theatre's
Tk_o,,_'. last
I..I major
„,,,„.- production
,„■
.;,„, of
,.f the
the
T,„, University
The
year, "Julius Caesar" will open at 8:15 p.m. Thursday and
continue through Saturday in the main auditorium.
The Shakespearian drama is being directed by Dr. Stanley
Kalian, instructor in speech. Assisting Dr. Kahan is William
P. Crowell, graduate assistant in speech, who designed the
play and is supervising the
technical operations.
Filled with the great deeds of
mighty men, "Cascar" tells of the
assussination of Julius Caesar and
the resulting power struggle between Brutus and Cassius, and
Marc Anthony and Octavius Caesar
for control of the civilized world.
The language of the play Is
straightforward and clear cut. It reveals the Incisive thoughts ol men
of action. The play abounds In
memorable speeches and scenes.
' ET TU, BRUTE"- Brutu.. played by Fred Ashley. Is about to make the fatal
knife-thrust into Julius Caeear's body In ih. University Theatre's last major pro
ducUon. "Julius Caesar." Caesar, seems oblivious to the fanatic with upraised
knife behind him. The production opens Thursday In the main auditorium.

The simplicity of the setting will
contrast with the colorful costumes
of senators and citizens, and the
soldiers of the Roman Empire.
The play deals with the eternal
question of the conflict of idealism
and political necessity. The conflicts set out in "Caesar" exemplify
emotional conflicts framed In personal overtones.

Two items pertaining to student registration for classes
were discussed at the May 4 meeting of Academic Council.
Academic Council voted lo recommend that on the advice
of the student's adviser and the approval of the instructor of
the class or the department chairman a lower level student

The cast includes Charles G.
Echelbarger, Terry L. Eberly.
Vernon P. Smalley, and Ronald B.
Van Lieu.

(freshman or sophomore) be permitted to enroll for a 300-

University Lists
Closing Events
Invitations to seniors and their
parents for the June graduation
exercises have been mailed, the
President's Office reports.
Students to be graduated in
August are being invited to the
exercises preceding graduation by
President Ralph W. McDonald. Invitations can be picked up in the
President's Office, 202 Administration Bldg.
The schedule of events for the
1961 graduation exercises it:
Friday. June 2
11 a.m—Dedication and Senior Flag
Ceremonies, on the mall.
12 Noon—President's Luncheon, ballream.
9 p.m.—Commencement Cotillion, ball
room.
Saturday. June 3
All Day—Tenth annual Student Art
Exhibit. Fine Aim Bldg.
11 a.m. Unrolling of J. R. Overman
portrait Overman Hall.
12 Noon—Alumni Luncheon, ballroom.
2 an, Memorial Hall dedication
ceremonies. Memorial Hall.
3 p.m.—Presentation of former May
Queens. Recital Hall.
7 to 10:00 pjs.—President's Reception, ballroom.
II pA.—Serenade. Founders Quad
rangle Court.
Sunday. Jane 4
Morning warship services. Bowling
Creen churches.
3 pn. Commencement.

months of study on the issue.
The recommendation, if appruved, would permit superior students to enroll for advanced
courses as soon as they are qualified and interested in the courses.
The recommendation would go into
effect with the publication of the
1962-63 catalog.
Academic Council also made a
recommendation to change the requirements of seniors taking 100199 level courses. Previously, seniors enrolled in these courses had to
do extra work. The recommendation made by Academic Council
eliminates the extra work, bat requires that one hour be added to
the hours required for graduation.
This recommendation also would
go into effect with the new catalog.
Academic Council also discussed
the issue of students dismissed for
academic deficiency. The Council
recommended that students who attend a summer session have the
grades of that session averaged in
with their grades from the previous semester to determine if the
total grade average meets the minimum University grade point requirements.

Bulletin
Harmon Hail and Chi Omega
lororlty were winners of the annual
AWS May Sing la the baRroom
Sunday night
Ann Jo Pardy. Chi O. was selected outstanding director.
Williams Hall look second place
and Prom third In Ike residence
hall division. Alpha XI Delta was
second and Phi Mu third in the
sorority division.
A full report on the May Sing will
appear In Friday's B G News.

From the first speech of the tribune to the citizens, to Anthony's
moving eulogy of Brutus at the
end of the play, Shakespeare has
created a dramu of scope and imagination.
The play will be presented in an
unusual setting. Through the use
of the unit setting with levels,
stairs, and ramps, the action will
flow in one continuous stream.

Academic Council OKs
Registration Changes

499 level course. Dr. K. K.
McFall. chairman of Academic Council, stated that this recommendation came from the Liberal Arts Council after several
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Fred F. Skelton, Barry L. Allenbaugh, Thomas C. Parker, John T.
II runt on, David H. Lindscy, Larry
J. Rockefeller, William N. Blair,
Charles P. DeBracy, David E.
Gano, Ronald E. Kocur, and Joel
A. Lieber.
Rex. I. GiBler, Larry J. Schmidt,
David B. Tagliaterri, Patricia A.
Maher, Nancy L. Wheelock, Roberto
L.
Wolfer,
Sandra
E.
Hal.In/.-I. Patricia M. Lambert,
George C. McDude, and James A.
Schindler.

"I COME TO BURY CAESAR"—The eloquent orator. Marc Antony, played by
George McDud., makes his impassioned speech over Caeear's body after the
fatal stabbing. Tickets for the play are an sale in 203 Administration Bldg.

World Wire

UPI

Assembly Suggests Arms Boost
HARRIMAN, NEW YORK —
The nineteenth session of the American Assembly said the free
world should work harder for nuclear arms control and strengthen
its conventional defenses to meet
brush-fire aggression.
They suggested this country
.should: (1) adopt weapons policies which emphasize the capacity
to retaliate even after a nuclear
attack; (2) avoid measures which
might impair the likelihood of
agreement, for example by giving
nuclear weapons to other nations
or helping them to develop nuclear weapons capability;
(3)
strengthen conventional military
forces and para-military capabilities, in cooperation with its allies,
for dealing with local hostilities.

WASHINGTON — America', fuel
.pa:.man. astronaut Alan B. Shepard Jr.. reaped a hero's reward
yesterday—a kiss, a medal, and the
frensled ocTHThn of an adoring
mult! rod..
He collected the Ides from his
lovely wife, Louise, who was reunited with him this morning after
weeks of enforced separation.
He received the medal from President Kennedy In the rose garden
of the White House.
V
V
V
OSLO, NORWAY—Secretory of
State Dean Rusk told the NATO
Alliance yesterday it must be
strong and flexible enough to meet
far-ranging Russian global strategy at any point and in any way
it presents a threat.

Ronald D. Lindamood, Robert E.
Schram, Thomas F. Moore, Richard
L. Negrelli, Carol A. Peatee, William D. Strubbe and Fred C. Ashley.
Tickets are on sale in 205 Administration
Bldg.
Admission
prices are SI for adults, 26 cento
for high-school students and children, and 6 cents for University
students with identificstion cards.

McDonald Speaks
At UCF Meeting
President Ralph W. McDonald
will speak at the annual meeting
of the United Christian Fellowship
board of directors, at 7 p.m. tomorrow at the Presbyterian Church.
President McDonald will speak
on "The Role of Religion and Religious Organizations at BGSU."
His presentation will be followed
by questions and discussion from
the floor.
A dinner at 6 p.m. will precede
President McDonald's address. Tickets for the dinner are $1.66, and
can be purchased at the UCF
house.

Smooth Sailing
Again For Cars
The city currently is repairing
about 20 feet of crushed tile in
front of Founders Quadrangle,
part of the reason for the road
blocks and detours neur the University.
The other reason is that the New
York Central Railroad has begun
work on the Woostcr Street crossing to make it as smooth as the
street.
J. C. Botte, city safety-service
director, said he hopes the replacement of sewer tile will be completed this week.
"We're also pleased the New
York Central has decided to repair
all its crossings in the city," Mr.
Botte said. "We spent $86,000 to
repair Woostcr Street last year,
but a street is only as good as its
worst place. That crossing certainly was the worst in town."
Mr. Botte reported that some of
the next crossings to be repaired
arc those on Court, Ridge, and
Clough Streets.

University Senate
Takes Up Problem
Of Class Attendance
The class attendance issue discussed at the April 27 Academic
Council meeting was the subject of a meeting of University
Senate at 4:30 p.m. yesterday, in
201 Hayes Hall.
Academic Council members
passed a resolution asking Faculty
Council to work with them on the
issue, according to Dr. Paul F.
I.eedy, acting chairman of the Academic Council. In the resolution,
Academic Council suggested that
Faculty Council call a special meeting of University Senate. The Monday meeting is the result of Academic Council's request.
(Academic Council acts on recommendations or issues presented
by the Faculty Council. Faculty
Council is the executive committee
of the University Senate.)
According to Dr. Leedy, President Ralph W. McDonald met with
the chairmen of all departments
and some administrative officials.
The group discussed the class regulations at the University for the
past 10 years, and class attendance regulations at other institutions, including Michigan, Ohio,
Miami, and Kent State Universities.
"The main point of this meeting
was to have each department hold
a meeting and get the views of
department members on the matter," stated Dr. Leedy.
"It is quite possible that after
the University Senate meeting,
Academic Council may send a
questionnaire to all faculty members and get their views on questions concerning the matter of
class attendance," he stated. When
the questionnaires are returned,
Academic Council will make a decision on the matter.
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MAC Student Legislators
Hear McDonald, Smith
Fifteen student legislators from Miami, Kent State,
Western Michigan, Marshall, and Toledo Universities met
with Bowling Green's Student Body officers April 28 and 29
in the Union to discuss their role in student government on
campus. The event was the annual MAC Student Government
Conference.
President Ralph W. Mc- that the students can govern
Donald delivered the keynote themselves, he said.
address Friday evening when he
told the assembled students that
"student councils need more power, and can get it if they can
obtain more continuity with responsible, top students participating." He said the time to get the
good students is while they are
freshmen.
President McDonald also stressed that the student government
organizations on state campuses
have no inherent power to govern.
When the State Legislature creates
a state university all governing
power is placed in the hands of a
board of trustees. It is only by
delegation of this governing power

Placement Booklet
Fulfills Purpose-Stimulates Interest
The senior placement booklet
class project intended to stimulate
employer interest In University
graduates has proved a big success,
according to James L. Galloway,
placement officer.
In the past several weeks the
placement office has received
nearly 200 telephone inquiries and
about 60 written inquiries from interested employers.
The demand for teachers has
been a predominate factor in the
large number of schools showing
Interest in graduating seniors, Hr.
Galloway stated. Industry also has
responded with inquiries and favorable comments on the project, he
said.
The project has been hampered
by the fact that only 207 of the
1,011 graduating seniors furnished
resumes and were listed in the
booklet.
Hr. Galloway said the booklet
will havo long term benefits, since
companies and schools that have
not interviewed at the University
in the past may be attracted.

Official
Announcement
Parents ol graduating seniors who
are also alumni ol the University will
have the opportunity to have their
picture* taken with their sons or daughters during Commencement Week End.
These pictures will appear later In the
University Magaslne or Alumni Newsletter.
lames E. Ho|. director o| alumni aflaln. has requested thai seniors con
led Albert Walker, editor ol University publications. 211 Administration
Ildg.. I| they desire to have their pictures taken with their parents.

TEACHERS

On Saturday there were individual discussion sessions dealing
with problems such as gaining
and maintaining the respect of
the student body, the areas of
student life with which Student
Council should concern itself, how
communications can be improved
between student* and their government, and how to attract capable students into a student body
government.
Dr. Elden T. Smith, dean of
students, addressed the student
legislators with a summary of the
day's discussions at the Saturday
evening banquet.
Dr. Smith expressed the conference consensus—that the student government was to represent
the student body, but in doing so,
it must get the confidence of the
administration as well as of the
Htudents. This does not entail getting everything the student wants,
however. The important thing is to
get the support of the majority of
the "thinking students," he said.
Dr. Smith outlined areas in
which the student council should
function. They include academic
honesty, student participation in
handling major disciplinary problems, and promoting school spirit
und sportsmanship.
In a final suggestion, Dr. Smith
snid the student council should
look at itself objectively. "This
could perhaps bo done by having
some impartial person evaluate
the work of the council each year,"
'no said.

Quest Mildred Miller,
Symphony Orchestra
Present Artist Series
Miss Mildred Miller, mczxosoprano with the Metropolitan
Opera, will sing in an Artist
Series concert with the University
Symphony Orchestra in the ballroom at 8 p.m. Sunday.
The University Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of
Prof. Seymour L. nonstock, will
presont a program of classical
music, including "Prelude to Die
Meistcrsinger" by Wagner and selections by Saint-Saens, Brahms,
nnd Mozart.
Miss Miller will sing "Adieu Forests" from "Joan of Arc," "The
Gypsy Song" from "Carmen," and
"O Mio Fernando" by Donizetti.
Miss Miller is a native of Cleveland. She received an honorary
doctor of musical arta degree from
the University in June 1960. Miss
Miller is one of the few opera singers who are equally at home in
Italian,
French,
and German
opera, and has sung with major
European companies such as the
Munich and Stuttgart aporas.

Personnel Service
314 Richmond Road
Cleveland 24, Ohio
(Owsea by saasrtsesid teachers!
rtOp I. We—el, M. Ed- manager
►a apes *w sjBMat—M one tralsw. MX* liSHi I I* reader roe a
Mr serves*. iWr appUcatton re—.... eae psieeeel oVMnaa. Its see
rarta am esuege. Montshr imsnst
pass. ■■■*■ wtM, Witts «• o. o »oMoaT sles spoti for
'. sad rn.D's.

Sunday, May 14

3ouifiiw Gtwn State Unliicrslti)
Managing Editor
Ron (Msst Asa ■cherry
Ass-t Maa, Cdlto.
David Young
bra* Editor
BUSINESS STArT
lames Noaaoxsakec Installs Maaogw
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Elalns Kitchen
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Larry Ickadth
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Chonges Planned

Trowbridge Comments
On
Lack Of Letters
"We haven't had a letter from a student since the Student

Food Service Director Requests
More Assistance From Students
"Attention,
all
students
who have suggestions regarding the food served in the dormitories—don't cuss, call us."
The above could be the slogan expressed on a wall plaque In the office of A. Inghram
Milliron, director of food service.
It is, as a matter of fact, his policy.
Willing To Cooperal*
"We wish very much for the
students to cooperate with us. If
we can get cooperation, we can
have excellent food services," he

■aid,

Dormitory suggestion committees should be formed and used,
he said. At the five dormitories
where Mr. Milliron Is responsible
for procuring, preparing, and serving food, only two—the Commons
and Founders Quadrangle—have
formed such committees.
Mr. Milliron compared the apparent laxness at Williams, Kohl,
nnd Shatzel Halls with a problem
that faced him when he came to
the University in 1958. This problem—getting the suggestion committees to meet and consider the
serving of "seconds"—went unattended, as the committees would
not meet. Finally, after a month
and a half of waiting, Mr. Milliron instituted second servings, except for such items as salads, desserts, fruit, juices, and the evening
meat.
Suggestion Boxes Planned
Another means of communication which soon will be available
for each dormitory will be suggestion boxes, he said. Not long ago,
such a box was installed at Kohl
Hall. Although only 7 per cent of
a total of 327 students responded,
Mr. Milliron was quite pleased.
Suggestions called for certain
foods to be placed on the menu,
and for others to be dropped.
However, the majority of students
praised the food service operation.
These suggestions were not
"taken with a grain of salt," but
actually were used by the cooks
in preparing meals which the ma-

Galloway Requests
Seniors' Answers
Seniors who have not completed
and returned the senior questionnaires recently circulated by the
placement office have been requested to do so by James L. Galloway, placement officer.
Mr. Galloway stated that failure
on the part of seniors to return
the questionnaires may result in
confusion over the students' employment status.
Seniors who have not yet found
employment have been invited by
Mr. Galloway to visit the placement office, SIB B Administration
nidg., for possible leads on job
openings.

PLANNING A PARTY?

jorlty of students preferred, Mr.
Milliron said.
The suggestions, he added, were
unsigned. "However, we would like
them to be signed in the future,
so we can get right to the source
of the complaints," he said.
Serving Um Discussed
Many problems of food service
rould be eliminated with the full
cooperation of students, he said,
including the frequent long serving lines. The problem, he claimed, does not stem from long lines,
hut rather from unnecessary delays.
Another action that would lead
to more efficiency in the serving
lines would be for the student to
wait a few minutes before entering a long line. "The only way to
beat any line Is not to stand in it,"
said Mr. Milliron.
Beginning this summer, he said,
a longer eating schedule will go
into effect. It should eliminate the
problem of "students showing up
at the same time," he added.
"We ate going to give students
as much for a dollar as we possibly can," he said, adding that
there will be a more selective
menu next fall, allowing students
a choice of two meats and salads.
Of course, he said, student cooperation will be required through
the use of suggestion committees
and boxes.
"President McDonald says food
service is a vital part of campus
life and demands from us a wellrun food service," Mr. Milliron
added, emphasizing the Importance
of the operation.

Council meeting April 13," said Student Body President
Keith W. Trowbridge.
"I guess they just don't care any more. The students
seem to be typical American voters. When things are going
their way, no one bothers the Congressmen, but as goon as
they have something to com- know what their problems are."
plain about, they're the first
"Council is only ae good as the
to be heard," he added.

"After about 2H years of wandering around. Student Council
has finally found its rudder, set
sail, and in the future can chart
its course to express student concern and opinion about any aspect
of student life," Trowbridge said.
A council! motor limitation Is.
ol course, the amount of ante the
students can spend on It apart from
their classes and study ttms. Trowbridge explained.
"A council is further limited by
the attitude of the administration,
the qualifications of the members
elected by the students, the support it gets from the students it
represents, and the authority
granted to it by the Constitution of
the Student Body," Trowbridge
said.
"If the students do not in some
way express to their Student
Council members any problems
they may have, or improvements
they would like to bring about,
then Student Council has no way
of knowing in what areas they
should be working," said Trowbridge. "Of equal importance is
Student Council's responsibility to
-seek out methods of communication with the students so as to

Campus Improvements
On Summer Worklist
A multitude of ground and building improvement projects are on
the worklist for this summer, F.
Eugene Beatty, director of buildings and facilities, has announced.
The following is a preview of improvements returning students will
note next fall:
1. A general face lifting for
Williams Hall. The building will be
painted inside and out and new
beds, furniture, dining room equipment, and other general improvements will be made. This propect
will be finished by July 20, when
the building will be occupied by
second-term Summer Session students.
2. Interior furnishings — new
and additional lounge furniture—
for Kohl Hall.
3. Air conditioning for the dining and serving rooms of Founders
Quadrangle, and a new sun deck
for the roof of Treadway Hall.
4. An extension of parking lot
No. 2, making room for approximately 160 to 200 additional cars.
5. Extensive modification of
the sound system in Memorial Hall.
This, Mr. Beatty explained, will allow an individual speaker to be
heard throughout the building, but

DAY
TVQO CARDS
v|(gg)
Mao

for

dMk

All Parties

o\l3?Jfcf

Dairy Products

Leather
Coaawnes
Jewelry
Candy
Stationary
Fin* Scarves and kaakefchlele

University Bookstore
la the, Union

"In the mill
right now are
the recommendations Council
made
at
the
April 13 meeting," said Trowbridge.
" Because it's so late
in
the
year,
these will have
to carry over to
the new offiTrowbridge
cers. However,
with the results already shown.
anyone who says Council is 'useless' obviously isn't thinking."
At Its last meeting. Thursday,
the new Student Body boards will
be appointed, and Council will
have a buss session to glye noxl
year's officers some areas In which
they may begin working.
Clark D. Tibbits, Student Body
president-elect, will be installed
May 17 and will then appoint the
chairmen of the Student Body
boards.

TO's Campus Corner
Your College Variety Stare

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR
EVERYDAY NEEDS
24 Hour
Developing Service)

Toledo Undergraduate
for

Lamson's College Board
bright, altraclive coed who loves fashion,
enjoys meeting people and finds selling excitingl
Call Publicity Director
or writo for personal interview
LAMSON'S
Toledo. Ohio

ENJOY MOTHER'S DAY DINNER WITH US
VARIETY

or

MENU FOR CHILDREN

MOTHER'S DAY DINNERS

Gene Murqiutrt at the grand piano every'
Thursday, Friday, Saturday evening in the
cocktail lounge.
If you are celebrating a birthday or anniversary be sure to tell our singing waitress.
Playing Nightly in our Dining Room, Vern
Sconberg at the Hammond Organ. Vern
will be playing your favorite melodies during the supper hour.

and

Gifts In
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Council may now enter
any area concerning students and
may make recommendations to the
proper authorities. With this power of recommendation, and the
way in which these recommendations are acted upon lies the
power of Student Council.

without the blasting effect of a
normal public address system.
6. Competition of the Joe E.
Brown thester addition in the Administration Bldg. It will be ready
to open this fall.
7. Another chemistry laboratory in Overman Hall.
8. Lighted bulletin boards
around the campus. This project is
being sponsored by the student
government organization.
9. Installation of several parktype benches, as well aa routine
work on the campus—lawn, street
repairs, and painting.

SPECIAL DINNER

-ju MOTHER'S

■ludenl tupport It receives." Trowbridge said. "When the students
■land behind It. It can be a lores
on the campui. When they do not.
II Is a nothing group. It's as simple
as that."

Special Occasions

PRIVATE ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES

at
tfeXsawsatf

^SBBBBBBIBBW.

Recommended By

University Dairy
Hmmsm

flteitt'fi

Duncan Hints

Member: American
Express-Carte Blanche

Alptm? Btllaga?
TELEPHONE 30512
117 NORTH MAIN ST.
Dining Room Open 11 A.M. to 11 P.M. - Sunday 12 to 7 P.M.
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FALCON VS. FALCON—First string quarterback Ilm Polu knifes hi. way
through fpllow Falcon tackier* enroule to hit lourth period touchdown In the
intra-squad gam* Wednesday. Pottt' runnlnq and passing sparkod the Whlto
mi to »iclory. «0 13.

OVER THEY GO—Gory Baldwin, second horn right, was victorious In the 120yard high hurdles la : 15.9 In Saturday's moot with OU. Baldwin also placed
second la the low hurdles and third In the high lump but the Bobcats "swamped"
ihe Falcons.

Injury-Laden Thinclads
Fall Before Bobcats

Heres How BO Gets
By Bob Hoover

I jet's turn the clock back a bit—you're back in dear old
Podunk High School. You'd like to try your hand at some
sport. Being 6-8, you decide to try basketball.
After some preliminary drooling, your coach teaches you
some of the finer points of the game, such as shooting, dribbling, and the other necessities to build you into an all-conference Choice.
travel about 10,000 miles a year
And an all-c o n f e r e n c e lo sec lhese NBBIBJ," Anderson
choice you become—being- named
to the first team all-Midwest
Southern Conference, as you average 35 points a game against
some good opposition.
Now with your added laurels,
you are ready for the big decision
- -where to go to further your
education?
Recruiting Is Topic
This is where Bowling Green
enters the picture—and this is
the purpose of this article—to
mention something about how the
above-mentioned young man's
mind is made up through that process known affectionately as "recruting."
Tips on new athletes come into
the athletic department from many
sources, according to Harold W.
Anderson, athletic director at BG.
"We hear about a boy from
many places. Some friend of the
University, a coach, alumni, newspapers—they see a good prospect
and let us know about him," he
said.
Once the initial contact is made,
it is up to the coaches to make
the next move.
It TakM Uawork
"We next try to either see the
boy play in person or occasionally
we will get movies. But in the
main, it's leg-work. I'd estimate—
and this would be a rough estimate—we on the basketball staff

said.
One case in point is Jim Darrow,
BG's ail-American in
1959-60.
Darrow came to the University
largely because of the push of Joe
Siegferth, the assistant coach at
Harrow's high school, Akron Central.
Let's say now that we have our
boy in Bowling Green—what kind
of help can he expect?
Almost everyone has heard of
the grant-in-aid but not too many
know what it entails.
Under Mid-American
Conference rules, the Falcons have 80
full and 30 partial grants-in-aid.
The partial grants can be either
one-third or two-thirds grants.
Grants Explained
If it's a one-third grant, the
athlete gets his fees and books;
two-thirds, fees, books, and room;
and under a full grant, fees, books,
room, and board.
Anderson further explained that
under a full grant, an athlete is
required to work seven hours a
week during his sport's season and
14 hours a week during the rest
of the year. The load is correspondingly less down in the onethird and two-thirds brackets. The
athletes are involved in maintenance work in the various buildings.

Sports At A Glance
Track

RIDDLE FOR TODAY
Whin can yon make a Bring
by tolling people where to go?
ANSWER: In a travel agency)
Now you toll us where you want
to go . . . and we'll help you got
there. Our services am fro*.

HAYES TRAVEL AGENCY
P.rry.burg. TH 4 7933

Ohio U. II. BG 41
Today—University ol Toledo Irishman. 4 p.m.
Tomorrow—at Baldwin Wallace
Baseball
BG IS. Control Stale 10
Games with Miami postponed
Today—Eastern Michigan. 3 p.m.
Tennis
BG 5. Ohio University 4
BG 5. Marshall 4

TYPICAL TRACK MEET? Thli Ohio UnW.nity tracks.*! probably wUht» h*
wfrt a m*mb*r of th* Bobcat*' swimming team as ho crosso* th* BGSU track
after on* of th* raco* h*r* Saturday. Th* Bobcat* ouliwam th* Falcons II 46
on a typically beautiful Bowling Gr**n day.
Pk>*lo by Jo* lyan

Bowling Green's injuryriddled track team went down
to its fourth defeat, at the
hands of the Ohio University
Bobcats, 81-46 in the Stadium
Saturday.
Ohio

U.

swept

10

of

the

The Falcon tennis team
provided the big surprise of
the sports week end as it defeated Mid-American Conference foes Ohio University and
Marshall. The baseball squad
was rained out of its frames with
Miami, but. defeated Central State
Thursday.
Kain washed away the baseball
team's hopes for picking up two
week-end victories ut Miami Friday and Saturday.
The three-day road trip was not
a complete disappointment, however as the Falcons picked up a
victory over Central State Thursday.
In the Central State contest, at
Cedarville, BG won in a real "pitchers' duel," 15-10.
The Falcons found themselves
down 5-0 before they had a chance
to bat. The irame then took on the
look of a football frame, as far
as scoring was concerned.
BG finally took the lead in the
sixth inning on a two-run home
run by shortstop Jim Hitchings.
Fd Owen started for the Falcons and got into trouble before
the first inning was over. Coach
Dick Young then called sophomore
l.yle Bell into the game. Bell
pitched the remaining eight innings and registered his first victory of the year. He also had 10
strikeouts.
Hitters leading the way with
Hitchings were first baseman Ron
Moore with two hits and second
baseman Jerry Pnner with three.
Poner also drove in three >:un«.

Gary Baldwin

in

three

events for the Falcons. He won the
120-yard high hurdles, placed second in the low hurdles, and picked

BG plays at home this week,
au'tiinst Kastern Michigan today
and Kent State Friday and Saturday.
Nelteti Iimpiov.
The Falcon win over Ohio U. in
tennis came us a result of wins in
two of the three doubles unit, lies,
with Don Beran and Dennis Rush,
and Dick Huackc and Curt Recce
edging their singles opponents.
The teams split in singles action, with Falcons Bcran, Haacke,
and Reece gaining decisions. Beran
won over Bob Bird 6-3, 6-7, 6-2;
liaacke downed Bill Schein 6-2,
6-2; and Recce came from behind
to win 2-6, 6-3, 0-1.
No. 1 man Bob Dimling won his
first set 3-6, but lost bis touch and
was defeated 7-6, 6-0 in the next
two by Oil's Bob Kumnick. Dennis
Rash lost to Bill Hollman in
straight sets 0-3, 6-4 .and Lynn
Emter was downed by Ron Chapman of OU 6-0, 6-1.
An improving Falcon
tennis
team won its second match in a
row and third of the season Saturday as it downed the Big Green
of Marshall in a squeaker 6-4. The
final doubles match proved to be
the deciding one, with Curt Recce
and Dick Huacke winning for BG.
The Falcons had taken four singles
matches, only to have Marshall
take the first two doubles matches
to tie it up at 4-4.
In the singles, Don Beran
li-4, 6-1; Dick Haacke won
match 6-4, 6-4; Dennis Rash
his fifth MAC match against
loss, 6-3, 6-2; and Curt Reese
8-6, 1-6, 6-4.

scored

won
his
won
one
won

up a third in the high jump.
Seven regulars either sat out
the meet with injuries or were
hurt in the day's action. Walt Bettis, Angelo Privitera, Al Junior,
Ken Campbell, Arch Tunnell, Jay
Fickes, and Kent Nash are the
ailing Falcons.
The freshman team had i\s injury trouble also. Injuries to three
regulars, John Childs, who pulled
up lame in the 880-yard relay;
Boh Balbuze, who also pulled a
musrle in the meet with an injured leg, helped lead to the defeat of
the freshman team by the OU
freshmen, 02 1/0 to 32 6/6.
The freshmen go ugainst the
University of Toledo freshmen in
the Stadium at I p.m. today. Tomorrow the varsity travels to Baldwin-Wallace for a meet.
880 yard relay—Won by Ohio U.
iFanalf, Bowman. Zettelmeyer. Balough).
Tlmei 1:33.1.
Mile—Won by Fleming (OU); 2—
Blnkley (BO); 3—Frosl (BG). Time:
4:26.3.
440-yard dash—Won by Bowman
(OU); 2 Zettelmeyer (OU); 3—Carl (BG).
Time: 51.1.
100-yard dash—Won
(OU); 2—Fanatt (OU):
(BG). Tims: 10.4.

by Balough
3—Browning

Shol pul—Won by Heublln (BG);
2—DoTiney (BG): 3—Miller (OU). Ms
lance: 41-9.
120 high hurdles—Won by Baldwin
(BG); 2—Rolunson (OU); 3—Cavenaugh
(OU). Time: 15.9.
Polo vault- -Won by Miller (BG); 2—
Nash (BG): 3—Campbell (BG). Height:
11-6.
890 yard run—Won by Palmer (OU);
2—Unthlcum (OU); 3—Frosl (BG). Time;
2:03.8.

Ooll
Wet tern Michigan IT. BG 7
Notre Dame 13. BG S
Southern Illinois 11. BG 7

220-yard dash—Won by Balough
(OU); 2—Fanatt (OU); 3—Ryan (OU).
Time: 23.4.
220-low hurdles—Won by Cavanaugh
(OU): 2—Baldwin (BG); 3—Zetllemeyer
(OU). Time: 27.1.
Two mile run—Won by Fleming (OU);
2—Blnkley (BG):
3—Swanson (OU).
Time: 10:14.3.
2

Broad lump—Won by Furcron (BG);
Linihlcum (OU): 3—Cavanaugh (OU).

Di.lance:

21 1 ' ,.

High lump—Won by Browning (BG);
and Rolllnson (OU) He. 3—Baldwin (BG)
Height: 6 3.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
la the Union

Pi Kappa Alpha, teaming with
Alpha Chi Omega in the active division and Delta Zeta in the pledge
division, swept both coed volleyball championships in the twoweek tournament ended Wednesday. The event was sponsored by
the Women's Intramural Association.
The winning active team of Alice
McKay, Ralph I)reach, Pat Babcock, Roger Sterling, Barb Brooks,
and captain Jack Wellington was
undefeated in seven games. Alpha
Tau Omega and Delta Gamma finished in the runnerup spot with a
6-1 mark.
The Pikc-DZ combination in the
pledge league was forced into a
playoff with Zeta Beta Tau-Chi
Omega before winning the crown
18-12 in the playoff game.
Track Moot
Finals of the intramural track
and field meet will be held tomorrow night in the Stadium. The
event is sponsored by the men's
intramural department. Both fraternity and independent teams
will be entered.
Finals will be held in the following order: 7:30 p.m. — high
jump, shot put, and broad jump;
8—440-yard dash; 8:10—100-yard
dash; 8:20—880-yard run; 8:30—
220-yard dash; 8:40—mile run;
and 9—880-yard relay.
Intramural Trophy
A trophy will be given to the
individual who accumulates the
most points in the intramural
events he enters.
Points arc given for entering individual events such as cross country, Sigma Delta Psi, 21, etc., and
for individual
placing in
the
events.
Dale Webster, Sigma Chi, has
accumulated the most points to
date.
FINAL STANDINGS
Active
PICA—Alpha Chi
ATO DG
Phi Tau—Gamma Phi Beta
SAE-ADP1
Kappa Sigma—Alpha Phi
ZBT—Chi O
Sigma Chi—Alpha XI
Slg ED—
Alpha Gamma Delta

7
(
4
4
3
|
1
0

PLEDGE
PUCA-DZ
3
ZBT—ChrO
3
SAE— AChiO
_1
ATO—Alpha XI
I
Phi Tau—Gamma Phi Bela 0

•*•

$1.50

ONE DAY SERVICE

Pikes Sweep Coed
Volleyball Tourney
With Sorority Help

Where In Town Can You
Get The Best Food at
the MOST POPULAR

A GIFT WITH A "PERSONAL TOUCH'
25 Monogrammed Match Books

Mile relay—Won by Ohio U. (Balough.
Zettelmeyer. Bowman. Fanatf) Tunet
3:36.6.

16

events in picking up its first win
of the season.

Netters Win 2 MAC Matches;
Baseballers Beat Central State

Discus—Won by Miller (OU); 2—Dill
(OU): 3—Deviney (BG). Distance—1SB11.

Two approaches to the
"man's deodorant" problem
If a man doesn't mind shaving under his arms, ha will probably
find s woman's roll-on satisfactory. Most men, however, find it
simpler and surer to use Mermen Spray Deodorant. Mennen Spray
was made to get through to the skin, where perspiration starts.
And made to work all day. More men use Mennen Spray than any
other deodorant. How about you?

prices ? ?

Why, At The

f Main Restaurant
183 N. Main

OF COURSE!
P.S. Noted For Generous Servings
Clewed Tu«-day»
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'Building That Couldn't Be Built'
Observes Anniversary Tomorrow

Discussion Groups

Opinions Offered On Williams,
'Nevsky,' Transport Management
Cobus drew to a close for the semester May 3 when Ans-'
ley Cope, manager of traffic and transportation planning for
United States Steel Corp. in Pittsburgh, spoke on "Transport
Management: Its Significance to Our Economic Society."
Mr. Cope stated, "Transportation comprised 4 per cent
of the total net value added to production by all industries in
1959, and its contribution ex- in transportation costA on raw
ceeds that of agriculture, forestry and fisheries, communications, and public utilities and mining. We now are spending 20 per
cent of our gross national product
nn transportation, and economy
Is in order,"
Mr. Cope continued, "Present
demands upon the transport system can be expected to increase
tremendously If current predictions of growth in population and
output are realized. Within the
next two decades, the population of
metropolitan areas may rise to
125 million—as much as the United States' entire population only
two decades ago. Demands for
freight transport in this period
may rise as much as a trillion tonmiles over present levels."
Such problems as controlling
costs and distribution, determination of the best location for warehouse stocks, and making a decision as to whether to use private
or leased transportation facilities,
must be met.
"It is costly, indeed sometimes
ruinous, to a company to expend
capital for a plant without checking transportation aspects carefully in advance," said Mr Cope.
Mr. Cope concluded, "Today,
when the narrowing gap between
cost and prices Is making realization of profits more difficult than
ever before, there is no more significant challenge to the transport
manager than getting cooperation
from all parties to offset the rise

AWS Honors Seniors
At Farewell Breakfast
The annual Association of Women Students senior farewell breakfast will be Saturday, May 20, in
the Dogwood Suite of the Union.
It will honor all senior AWS members and retiring head residents.
Breakfast will be served at 9
a.m., followed by a program by
Cap and Gown, senior women's
honor society. The Rev. Dr. W.
Edge Dixon, minister of the First
Methodist Church, will be guest
speaker. Dean Florence Currier
will give a farewell address.

Galloway Addresses
Management Students
James L. Galloway, placement
officer, recently spoke to the members of the Management 360 class
on the operations of the placement
office.
He gave them ideas designed to
be helpful in planning job-seeking
activities during their senior year.
Mr. Galloway talks to these
classes each semester to assist
members in planning this phase of
their work.

24-Hour
SELF SERVICE

ICE
Bostdorf
PLUMBING & HEATING
321 N. GROVE

materials and finished product*.
If our economic society is to have
an efficient system of physical
distribution—perhaps its greatest
need in these days of production
miracles—effective transport management must underlie such a distribution system."
Matinee Hour
Tennessee
Williams, one of
America's most provocative playwrights, was the topic of discussion at Matinee Hour Tuesday,
May 2. Panelista were Michael I..
Finn, a junior in liberal arts, and
Michael Wcatherly, graduate assistant in speech. Dr. Stanley Kahan, instructor In speech, waa the
moderator.
Williams was born in the South
and most of his plays are set in
that area with a pervading theme
of dissipation and sexual degeneration. Some of his most outstanding
plays are "Glass Menagerie," "A
Streetcar Named Desire," "Summer and Smoke," "Cat On A Hot
Tin Roof," and "Sweet Bird of
Youth."
Dr. Kahan began the discussion
by asking, "Is Williams a product
of our society and does he reflect
the views and moral codes of this
society?" Fink felt Williama reflected American society as a whole
because he is a product of our society, the atom age, and all the
uncertainty and tension of today.
Weatherly felt Williams reflects
the society he came from but not
a society that most people know
about.
The second question of the hour
was, "Will Williams represent our
era for playgoers of the future?"
Both panelists agreed that he will,
because tho problems he writes
about will probably never be nonexistent and his ideas and themes
are universal.
The question was brought up as
to what Williams place is in the
American theatre. It was decided
that he ranks below Arthur Miller
but above the remaining playwrights.
The last question to be asked
was, What Williams play other
thun "Glass Menagerie" would be
(he best to produce on this campus? The panel felt that "Streetcar
Named Desire" probably would be
best.
"Julius Caesar" will be discussed
at the next Matinee Hour, at 3:30
p.m. today.
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■T Earlin. Dickinson
Bowling Green students substituted enthusiasm for money
and technical knowledge four years ago when they began the
construction of Saint Thomas More Chapel and the Newman
Club building.
In 1957 the Catholic student population had outgrown
the local church. Father John Ollivier, then assistant priest
at Saint Aloysius Church, apThe name Saint Thomas More
proached Bishop George J.
Chapel was chosen by Father 01Rehring, head of the Toledo Di- livier. Saint Thomas More wasan
ocese, with the problem. After the
intellect. The name was chosen
bishop explained that there was
t i signify the gosl of college
not enough money to build a new students.
parish. Father Ollivier asked the
students for help in remodeling an
old body shop into a chapel.
It was found that the conversion of the body shop would be a
Going . . .
bigger job than starting from
Patricia S. Harpley, Phi Mu, pinscratch. Permission was obtainned to John MaeTavish, Sigma Phi
ed from Bishop Rehring to build
eTpsUott alumnus; Judie A. Callian entirely new chapel, provided
the Newman Club did not borrow son, Trtadway. to Rolland T. Bowmore than $8,000 and that the ers. Delta Tau Delta; Glenda K.
Snow, Harmon, to Frank G. Zamstudent.* would build it.
The Bishop suggested that the check, Beta Gamma; Yorraine M.
proposed building be set as far Gaiduk, Harmon, to Bob Puette,
back from the street as possible, Sigma Nu, Northwestern; Billie A.
"just in case the finished product Colburn, Harmon, to Jerry Milnor,
Sigma Phi Epsilon alumnus; Cadid not equal the dream."
rolyn S. Whitford, Harmon, to
Prelect Began In 1M7
When the first task of digging Dave Myers, Delta TheU Sigma,
the footers and pouring cement Ohio State University; and Paulbegan on May 10, 1967, the stu- ctte Stcensen, Harmon, to Fred
Berlix, Pi Lambda Phi, University
dents realized the enormity of the
task they had undertaken. The lay- of Pittsburgh.
Gayle J. Lnndish, Alpha Gamma
ing of the block was so difficult
Helta, to Thomas K. Staubus, Sigthat it was decided to have an
abundance of windows in the cha- ma Nu; Georgia Gormastic, Alpha
Gam, to Al Nickles, Phi Kappa Psi,
pel.
University of Michigan; Ann Jo
When the project of getting the
arches into place arose, it was Purdy, Chi Omega, to Edward R.
Wead, Sigma Nu; and Mary *o
found that it would cost an estimated $900. This was too ex- Warren, Lowry, to George W.
pensive, so students built a scaf- Farmer III, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Ohio Northern University.
folding with pulleys on it and the
arches were made up with manGoing . . .
power and sweat.
Judy Begley, Lowry, engaged to
When the lumber for the roof Jim Gray, Dayton; Marsha J.
came in by train, a farmer let
Blake, Williams, to Ray Bowers,
the student builders borrow his
U.S. Air Force; Patsy Sue Custer,
truck, and the lumber was hauled
Alpha Gamma Delta, to Lawrence
over to the chapel site.
B. Mitchell, New Hampshire; and
After summer vacation, the stu- Julie A. Cole, Alpha Gamma Delta,
dents painted the inside walls and
to Joe Soncrant, Toledo.
sandblasted the paneling.
Lelpslc Donates Pews
2 BG Debaters Travel
The pews needed for the new
David K. Miller and Thomas L.
chapel were donated by the Leipsic parish, which was remodeling Neuman will participate in a twoat that time. Because lack of man cross-examination debate at
money prevented the entire floor John Carroll University Saturday.
Each will debate both the affirmafrom being tiled, a wooden planter
was built along the back of the tive and negative sides of the curlast set of pews to hide the un- rent compulsory health insurance
program proposition.
tiled section.

Pins To Pans

ART SHOW JUDGES- From left ar» Student Art Show |udg*s Prof. Undser
Decker, artist-sculptor, Michigan Stale University! Dr. Emerson Shuck, deon of
the College of Liberal Artsi and Charles Gunih.r, artlsMeacher. Toledo Museum
of Alt The Art Show begins Sunday In the Fin. Arts Bldg.. and win continue
until fun* l.

Sigma Chi Derby Day
Slated For Week End
Clowns, contests, and floats will
bo in evidence Saturday when the
annual Sigma Chi Derby Day begins with a parade at 12:30 p.m.
in front of the Sig house.
From there it will wind around
Fraternity Row, thru parking lot
no. 1, and up Ridge Street to
Sorority Row. It will go down
Thurstin Street to Wooster Street
and stop at the field behind the
Fine Arts Bldg.
Each fraternity and sorority
entered in the games and parade
will choose its own theme.
The day will include the balloon
sweep, sommersault relay, egg and
fish contest, dressing contest, and
an innertubc contest. There also
will be a mystery event for the
men's and women's divisions. The
winners ure chosen by the number of points they accumulate for
placing in the events.
Rotating trophies will be presented to the first three groups in
men's and women's divisions, and

to the group with the best theme in
the parade. The group showing the
most spirit during the day will
receive a permanent trophy. Judges
for the day's events will be President and Mrs. Ralph W. McDonald.
This year the Sigma Chi's will
have something extra for the sororities—a derby steal. From noon
Thursday until 4 p.m. Friday afternoon, sorority women on campus
can steal derbys from the Sigma
Chi's. The sorority collecting the
largest number of derbys will win
the derby-steal trophy.
This year's Derby Day committee
includes Frank T. Kitchel, chairman; Richard W. Scheu, Robert S.
DeTchon, Curtis A. Reese, Roger
I,. Hetrick, John D. Swope, and
Frederick D. Franklin.
There are only two problems
that give the B-G News staff
trouble. Not enough space for all
the news; and too much space at
the end of a column —like this.

Booki and CottM
Discussion of last week's Fine
Film
presentation,
"Alexander
Nevsky," at Books and Coffee May
•I, rambled from the significance
of its historical aspect through the
musical and finally to its political
points.
Dr. Dzidra ShllaV.ii, instructor in
foreign languages; Dr. Gilbert
Abcarian, associate professor of
political Bcience; Dr. Paul E. Parnell, associate professor of English; and several students contributed ideas on Russian and American propaganda, European and
Russian acceptance of American
jazz, Negro equality in the arts
and athletics, and the possibilities
of a communistic America.
Through these ideas the discussion become a political discussion
of American foreign policy, rather than an arts discussion of the
film.
A recording of Frank O'Connor
reading two of his short stories
will be Thursday's Books and Coffee topic.

Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
112 E. Waabingtoa
Family Style Sunday
Dinners
Steak—Chops—Sea Food
Fancy Sandwiches

Its what's up front that counts

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family

IFILTER-BLENDI is yours in Winston and only Winston.
Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.

CaU 30801
For Raaarratton

Always Ample
Ft— Parking

LJ, KtiMifeTVtMctQCe-. WlniWo-BaU

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should!
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Rain Delays, But Doesn't Halt Spring Week End

Delta Gamma. Sigma Phi Epnilon, and B«la Gamma'a Winning Float

Stefani Mrava Reigns As May Queen;
DGs, Sig Eps, BGs Win Float Trophy

REALISM Valiant soldi*!! fall In In. loci at CW1I War cannon on Ih* floal
constructed by PI Kappa Alpha and Alpha Chi Om.qa. Lucky Ih. sandbags w.r.
thoro lo calch th* wounded.

This week end was no different
weather-wise from the laat few,
as the annual monsoons continued
to put a damper on campus activities. And Spring Week End,
which began Friday night with the
coronation of the queen in the
ballroom, was no exception.
Queen Stefani Mrava and her
court—Sharon Swigart, senior attendant: Sibyl Preuninger, junior
attendant; Beverly Falvey, sophomore attendant; and Marianne
Schnabel, freshman attendant —
reigned. (That's not a pun.)
The parade, originally scheduled Saturday afternoon, was postponed until Sunday because of
heavy rains early in the day.
Peter Palmer, his voices and
orchestra, played and sang before
a jam-packed ballroom Saturday
night from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. The
queen and her court were presented during intermission of the
dance. Queen Stefani was presented a bouquet of red roses with one
white rose in the center. Each attendant received a bouquet of
white carnations. Small loving cups
were presented to the queen and
each member of her court. Miss
Mrava's sorority, Chi Omega, received the large rotating trophy.
Delta Gamma, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Beta Gamma won the
rotating trophy for the winning
float at the parade Sunday.
The winning float portrayed the
first transcontinental railroad. It
consisted of two wagons, each
with a train engine and railroad
crew. A large mannequin drove
the spike which connected the two
railroads. The float was decorat-

ed in blue, green, red, and yellow
crepe paper. Six students walked
beside the float dressed as Chinese
coolies. They wore bright red Oriental-type hats. The side of the
float read, "The Wedding of the
Rails."
The float of Gamma Phi Beta
and Kappa Sigma was the second
place winner while Alpha Delta
Pi, 'I'h.Ma Chi, and Zeta Beta Tau
received the third place awards.
The Gamma Phi and Kappa Sig
float stressed "One Nation Indivisible." A rotating gold and red
eagle was centered in the middle
of white, black, gold, and red
crepe paper. Four Gamma Phi's
in red dresses sat behind the eagle.
Depicting "Henry Ford's First
Automobile," the third place float
wits decorated in a Gay HOs fashIon. Woman students standing
within a bandstand and beside a
black Model-T Ford were wearing
big flowered hats, ruffled long
sleeve blouses, and bustled skirts.
The colors of the costumes were
white, pink, and yellow.
The parade left parking lot No.
1 at 1:30 p.m. Sunday—approximately 24 hours late. The 14 floats
proceeded down Ridge Street to
Thurstin Street, which was lined
with spectators. The parade continued down Thurstin, E. Court,
N. Enterprise, Wooster, and Main
Streets. It returned by way of
Ridge Street to enter the Stadium.
Festivities at the Stadium included the floats parading one by
one, announcement of the three
winning floats, and presentation
of the 1961 May Queen and her
court.

(ft\ UWB ^
HAW, BAIN GO AWAY—Seems Ilk* rain and w**k-*nd campus functions
go together. But this BG student Is catching on- just bring an umbr.lla. hop*
lor the beet and expect the worst.

AMERICA'S BACKGROUND Is .vid.nt in this float
which placed second in th* lodging. Construct-d by Gamma
Phi Beta and Kappa Sigma, th* contraction and th* re

PRESIDENT AND QUEEN—Student Body President Keith Trowbrldg* guides
solemn May Queen Slelanl Mrava around the floor In the ballroom Saturday
night after Miss Mrava's presentation at Ih* University Anniversary Prom.

m

Ai .A X..Ak
■»«a*™»ii»»sBss^si^B»^si»ii»ssmB^Ba»iii»isi»»»»»s»»sismssisss»»»ssssssss»s»
Is»^^»
AMERICA'S PEACE—A spinning world was constructed by Chi Omega and
Phi Delta Theta—but ih*y forgot our astronaut.

NEW WORLD CONQUERED— It Isn't quit* Ih* HUM as It was on Iwo JUna—
with Hayes Hall In the background—as the flag U hoisted on Ih* float construcMd by Moon*y. Shall*!, and th* MRC.

BEAUTIES ALL—Queen Stefani KIOTO, center, and
her court (l*ft to right] Marianne Schnafa*!. freshman attendant: Sibyl Preuninger. lunlor attendant: Sharon Swi-

gart senior attendant; and Bev Falvey. sophomor* attendant, watch Sunday afternoon's float parade
their "grandstand" scats.
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Allstate Insurance
Contributes $1,500
For Drivers' Class

Visitors Added To Summer Faculty
Twenty-six visiting faculty
members from Washington
D.C, California, Washington
state, Pennsylvania, and Bowling Green will be present on
campus to supplement this
year's Summer Sessions staff.

A $1,500 check has been presented to the University by the
Allstate Foundation of Chicago for
use in the driver education protram.
The money was presented by
John Atkinson, regional manager
for Allstate Insurance.
This is the eighth year the Allstate Foundation has given the
University a grant for driver education. Total amount contributed
now stands at $24,260. A large
portion of the total sum has gone
for scholarship aid.
Since the driver education
gram was established, more
1,000 persons have qualified
to teach driver training in
schools.

prothan
here
high

3 Geology Professors
Among 20 Selected
For Summer Study
Members of the geology department will travel to the British
Isles, Washington D.C., and Pittsburgh for summer studies this
year.
Dr. John R. Coash, chairman of
the geology department, will spend
two months in the British Isles attending lectures and studying geological field sites. Twenty geology
professors from the United States
were selected to take part in the
project sponsored by the National
Science Foundation.
Dr. Charles C. Rich, assistant
professor of geology, will study
for six weeks at the National Science Foundation's Summer Institute for College Teachers. He will
do his work In the history and
philosophy of science and mathematics. The Institute will be at
American University in Washington D.C.
Dr. Joseph J. Mancuso, instructor in geology, has received a grant
from the Gulf Research and Development Co. for two month's
work with the Gulf geology and
geochemistry division in Pittsburgh. He will study the application of geochemistry in oil exploration.

Newest member
of the CLANS

DRIVER EDUCATION BOOSTED—Dr. E.nn.lh McToU. University Tics prMld.nl.
accepts a check for SI.500 from John Atkinson, regional manager for AUstalo
Insurance Co., which will be used for Ihe University's drlvsr education program.
Rruce Bollard, loft, assistant professor of health and physical education, will be
In charge of a two-week summer program In drlvsr education.

Flying Falcons Have Troubles
In Trip Back From Texas Meet
After IS hours of high winds,
low ceilings, partial visibility, and
thunderstorms, the three Flying
Falcons finally arrived at the University Airport.
John B. Gest, Carl E. Schwobel,
and David E. Nixon were returning from the National Intercollegiate Flying Meet in College Station,
Tex., where they competed with
240 college flyers from across the
nation in events testing their flying
skill April 28-29.
Schwobel flow well enough for
recognition as one of the top 30
pilots In the compeUtlon.
The group left early Sunday
morning on the return trip, flying
u Piper Tri-Pacer belonging to
Vernon Vick, operator of the University Airport.
According to Gest, the trip's
most serious crisis came when the
plane encountered 200-foot ceilings
obscuring all landmarks. Gest said,
"We turned and descended, trying
to find a field long enough to land
in and take off again." According
to Gest the search was fruitless and
it was only through luck that clear
sky was spotted and the flyers
wore able to regain altitude and
continue.
Schwobel commented. "We didn't

find a field, but we sure scared
a few Texas steers I"
As the students continued, there
was a constant problem of trying
to determine their location. After
lengthy plotting? they found the
plane had been blown 30 miles offcourse.
Numerous stops had to be made
on the return trip since new
courses continually were being
plotted to keep the plane away
from storm areas. The local flyers
traveled over Texas, Louisiana,
Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky,
Indiana, and finally Ohio.
According to Schwobel. navlga
lion enrouto to Texas and especially
oti Ihe return trip was almost as
difficult as handling Ihe plane.
Nixon added. "Wo traveled for
miles and miles over Louisiana
swamps and Arkansas forests with
out any visible landmarks to guide
us."
Schowbel claimed it was only
through continuous attempts to get
radio fixes that they were able to
determine their approximate location.
The three flyers will discuss
their trip and show pictures soon
in the Union. Date will be announced later.

Dr. Ray C. Maul, assistant director of the Research Division
of the National Education Association, Washington D.C, will
be the director of a workshop, the Teacher's Role in Staff
Problems, from July 24 through
Aug. 5. Dr. Maul has been with
the NEA headquarters since
1960 and is now
directing a
study of the
teacher supply
and demand of
the entire nation. This study
A ^^ks-S*
used as a
^^
basis of guid,nce
Hft,
IHLfl
*nd counMaul
sellng for high
schools, colleges, and universities.
A native of Kansas, Dr. Maul
received his master's degree from
the University of Kansas and his
doctorate at New York University.
From the West Coast Dr. Leon
Dallin, associate profeasor of music, Long Beach State College,
Long Beach, Calif., will come to
Bowling Green to conduct a workshop, Music for Elementary Teachers, from Aug.
7 through 9. Dr.
Dallin has degrees from the
Eastman School
of Mimic of the
University
of
Rochester and
the University
of Southern California. He has
written
three
widely adopted
Dallln
college text-

books and compositions for orchestra, band, chorus, chamber
groups, solo instruments, ballet,
motion pictures, and educational
purposes.
Dr. Samuel M. Mayfield. former
chairman of the department of
geology at the University, will
return to campus to teach geology
of fie national parks in the second session, July 20 through Aug.
23. Dr. Mayfield joined the faculty here in 1936 and proceeded
to build up the department of
geography. He taught courses in
geography as late as 1951.
Since his retirement
i n
1968, Dr. Mayfield has lived
in Bowling
Green with the
exception of the
time spent on
two teaching asr] signments at the
University
of
afaK
| Redlands, Redlands,
Calif.,
Mayfield
and Chapman
College, Orange, Calif. Dr. Mayfield will be covering familiar
territory this summer since he
has conducted the national parks
course for the University many
times in summer sessions and extensions.
Another addition to the summer education department will be
Dr. Ronald D. Jones, professor of
education,
Whitworth
College,
Spokane, Wash. Dr. Jones will
be teaching Philosophy of Modern Education
and the Curriculum
during
the first session.
He has been associated
with
several U.S.
universities and
is
listed
i n
Who's Who in
Jones
American Education.

Dr. William Sloane, professor
of English, will come from Dickinson College, Pa., to teach an
eighteenth
century
literature
course and a great authors course
during the first Summer Session.
While in this area, Dr. Sloane
will continue his current research
on the influence of the prose and
poetry of John Milton and will
visit important libraries and private book collectors in the area
in connection with his study of
early children's reading.
Dr. Sloane is a frequent contributor of articles to scholarly
periodicals and the author of
"Children's Books in England and
America in the Seventeenth Cemtury."

Faculty Wives Meet
For May Brunch
Faculty Dames, university faculty wives organization, will hold its
May brunch at 11 a.m. today in
the Dogwood Suite of the Union.
Entertainment will be provided
by Mrs. Duane E. Tucker and a
string trio of Mrs. Betty Foster,
Toledo, and Mrs. Bernard Linden
and Mrs. Edward J. Karlin.
After the brunch, the Faculty
Dames Afternoon Bridge Club will
hold its regular match. Winners of
the last match were Mrs. Robert J.
Keefe, first; Mrs. Fred W. Siebert,
second; and Mrs. Evelyn Steidtmann, third.
The arrangements committee for
the brunch is Mrs. James L. Hill
and Mrs. John R. Coash, co-chairmen; Mrs. Elden T. Smith, Mrs.
William
E.
Harrington,
Mrs.
Wayne S. Huffman, Mrs. Charles
O. McDonald, Mrs. F. Lee Miesle,
Mrs. Frank F. Miles, Mrs. Doyt L.
Perry, Mrs. Benjamin Rosenberg,
Mre George R. Snyder, and Mrs.
Duane E. Tucker.
Bowling Green has had nine
basketball ail-Americans.

# J in a series of polls conducted by L*M student
<\ representatives in over 100 colleges throughout
the nation.
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University Seniors Do Not Agree
With Placement Office Statement
■y Carl Schwobel
A recent release from the University placement office
states that the "current recession has had little effect on the
job possibilities for this year's college graduates." University
seniors contacted by this writer do not appear to agree with
this statement.
In the past few months many local seniors have sent simi-

Here's the unusual color wo Introduce Ibis Spring, a handsome
sandy olive destined to be on the
fashion horlson for years to come.
We shew It in every fabric. In
compound colors. In patterns bold
and subdued. It's a shade you'll
want to see on yeul

$39.95 to $69.95

MAX
GRAEBER
BUY NOW
PAY THIS SUMMER

lar letters in pursuit of obtaining a job in their particular fields. Were their requests
fulfilled? What type of responses
were received?
Most of the local seniors contacted in the survey expressed discouragement in their search for
work. One student stated that most
of his replies followed the same
pattern, "Thank you for your
interest in our organization, but
1"
Mora Than 40 Utters Written
A future June graduate in the
College of Business Administration stated that he has written
more than 40 letters trying to
obtain employment and received
only one encouraging "nibble."
According to the student, this company would be glad to talk to him
if he would be willing to travel to
New York City at his own expense.
The company quoted a starting
wage of $315 per month. This
particular student has a 3.0 cumulative grade average, is a veteran,
and has an adequate background.
Other letter writers reported no
encouragement expressed in any
responses received. Thomas F. Eddy, senior in business administration, said, "I only know of one
student in my classes who has a
definite job offer."
Some seniors who have interviewed through the placement office express a little more satisfaction. One senior said, "The
companies seem to be quite interested when you talk to their representatives personally."
A senior faculty adviser stated,
"Last year I would have 6 to ten
employers call or write every week
wanting to know if I could recommend a student for employment
Throughout this year I have had
only a few."
"Whyt"
Most seniors seem to be asking,
"Why?" One prominent answer
seems to be the economic recession
within the United States. A reply
received by a graduating student
from the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company read, "As yon
have probably found among other

companies you might have contacted we are all feeling the recession 'pinch.' " The student's application was rejected.
Many future June graduates
feel that this recession is a definite detorent to job opportunities. Other assumed reasons might
be the college market is becoming
flooded, lack of experience, or
poor academic standing. Regardless of the reasons, it appears that
many top-flight men and women
will graduate in June without job
confirmation. Partially excluded
from the job problem are education, physics, and social work majors, who find jobs easier, as was
stated in a release from the University placement office.
Some seniors appear to accept
the situation with extreme pessimism, others with extreme optimism. Some are just going to be patient and take things as they come.

Light Up illl IJ 31, and answer these questions.
Then compare your answers with those of 1,383 other
college students (at bottom of page).
Question #1:
Answer:

In your opinion, who is the greatest living American?

Question #2:

Should the college curriculum, taking note of the growing
importance of science, require more science courses for nonscience majors than at present?
Yes
No
When you kiss your date, do you close your eyes?
Close my eyes
Don't close my eyes
—
Can't remember
In your opinion, which of the following types of filters gives
the best connotation of purity? (CHECK ONE)
A filter which is white inside and is wrapped in
colored paper
A filter which is dyed a color and is wrapped
in white paper
A filter which is white inside and out

Answer:
Question #3:
Answer:
Question #4:
Answer:
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rhOtOgraphlC Display
»
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Appearing In Union

"Houses USA," a comprehensive,
photographic history of American
architecture prepared by Life
magazine, is now on display in the
promenade lounge of the Union.
The exhibition is being shown
throughout the United States under the auspices of the American
Federation of Arts.

DM Campus Opinion Answers:

mmm

Enlarged photographs mounted
on 47 aluminum panels trace the
history of American architecture,
as illustrated by single dwellings,
from its earliest beginnings to the
present day.
Four leading architects, McIntire, Bulfinch, Jefferson, and
Latrobe, were chosen to represent
the transition from colonies to republic. After tracing other nineteenth and twentieth century styles
the photographs return to Richardson, Sullivan, and Wright, the
forerunners of the most creative
contemporary architecture.
"Houses USA" will be on display for one more week.

Start Fresh with 11M
Stay Fresh with DM
•IMI

:iatett a u-ws tokscc* co.

Answer. Question #11 Six highest scoring
individuals: 1. Kennedy-2. Eisenhower
3. Stevenson —4. Schweitzer-6. Frost
6. Sandburg
(This question was asked February 1961.
Note: Dr. SchweiUer is not an American.)
Answer, Question #2: Yes 30%-No 70%
Answer, Question #Si Close my eyes 76%
Don't close my eyes 11%
Can't remember 13%
Answer, Question *4: A filter which is
white inside and is wrapped in colored
paper 21%
A filter which is dyed a color and is
wrapped in white paper 6%
A filter which is white inside and out 74%
L* M was first to offer you a pare white modern filler
— the famous Miracle Tip—pare white inside, pare
white outside. And L'M's modern filter enables rota
to f iillv enjoy the rich flavor of golden ripe tobaccos.
So reach for flavor... reach for L*M.
Tkt IsM Caespui Opinion roll wis takan at ovar 100 collects where
ISM tits a'udant representatives, and mar not be a statistical
random selection of all undergraduate schoolr.

